


Born out of the success of other charity based projects,
Takeout Hunger Club took inspiration from one of the
oldest crypto stories… when 2 pizzas were bought for
10,000 BTC! $THC aims to fight the rising costs of food,
all while buying you your favourite takeout!

We intend to help support hunger charities and
foodbanks around the world, working with our
community towards a hunger free future.
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Social Coins 

Why?

Social coins have become synonymous with the crypto  
industry in 2022, with some of the first movers
achieving market caps in the 10s of millions.

They have managed to enact real change, donating
hundreds of thousands, if not millions to their chosen
recipients.

$THC wants to follow in the footsteps of those before
us and reach those around the world who struggle
with food poverty every day, all while supporting our
loyal holders.



Buy $THC

Purchase $THC to gain
access to the ability to
claim back on your food
delivery. 

Through the taxes, buys
and sells of $THC allow us
to make donations to
hunger charities and
foodbanks. 

Donate to charityViral Marketing 

Show us how much you’re
enjoying your food on
social media! We gain
exposure, you get to eat! 

Food as a service
At $THC we are offering holders a unique opportunity to experience immediate real
world utility with the purchase of your tokens… we’re calling it ‘Food as a Service’. 

‘FaaS’



Supply
1,000,000,000 Total Supply
500,000,000 Burned
500,000,000 Circulating 

7% Buy tax 
3% Liquidity
4% Marketing & Charity 

11% SELL tax
3% Liquidity
8% Marketing & Charity 

Contract renounced
For the full safety of the project’s longevity, we
opted to fully renounce our contract. 

GNOSIS MULTISIG WALLET
To further ensure the safety of projects funds, we
operate a multisig wallet with 5 approvers, requiring
3 confirmations to process transactions.

contraCT 
0xde4c7aaf2604da5857b69b0580f5d8cf95d39223 

TOKENOMICS



‘Steaking’

Staking… sort of?
Staking is a popular utility in the crypto space whereby the user ‘locks up’ their token in return for some sort of
gain. This can be in the form of ‘x%’ return for ‘x’ length of lockup time. We’re doing it a little bit differently…

Hold $THC

After buying, hold the
min. no. of $THC and you
are now ‘steaking’. If you
drop below the threshold,
you can lose access.

Dependant on your tier,
submit your claim, and
enjoy food on us!  

Claim your food! Which tier? 

Depending on the amount
of $THC you hold, you will
fall into one of our tiers,
increase your bag to
access more utility! 



Tier List

Tier 1 Tier 2 Tier 3 Tier 4 Tier 5
$THC

350,000
-

2,499,999

$THC
2,500,000

-
4,999,999

$THC
5,000,000

-
7,499,999

$THC
7,500,000

-
12,499,999

$THC
12,500,000

-
15,000,000+

$20
/week

$40
/week

$60
/week

$80
/week

$100
/week

(Can only be used on takeout.) (Can only be used on takeout.) (Can be used on takeout,
restaurants, and groceries.) 

(Can be used on takeout, restaurants,
and groceries. Multiple times, adding

up to the total allowance.) 

(Can be used on takeout, restaurants,
and groceries. Multiple times, adding

up to the total allowance.) 



takeouthungerclub@outlook.com

@takeout_hunger

@takeouthungerclub

@takeouthungerclub

www.TakeoutHungerClub.com

t.me/TakeoutHungerClubEntryPortal

Contact & Follow us



terms and conditions

Marketing and/or call to actions to buy or sell
$THC tokens is NOT FINANCIAL ADVISE,
purchase of the token is at the holders own
discretion. The ‘THC’ team assumes no
responsibility for price action. 
Minimum amount of tokens are required, at all
times, in a single wallet, to take advantage of the
claims. 
Value of claims are refunded based on the tier of
tokens you hold. 
Depending on the number of tokens you hold,
your tier will change. If you sell, and drop below
the lowest tier, you will lose your right to claim. 

To ensure the longevity of the project, the team
may decide to halt refunds at any time. This will
always be communicated as early as possible, and
will only happen if completely necessary. 
By trading or acquiring $THC you acknowledge
that this is not an investment into any such
company, partnership or any such centralised
entity. ‘Takeout Hunger Club’ (THC) is an entirely
open source project whereby anyone is able to
volunteer and contribute. As this project is led by
the community, there is nobody solely responsible
for the success or failure of ‘THC‘. The ‘THC’ token
has no physical offices or any employees. The
network is coded, designed, and run by
volunteers from all around the globe, and anyone
is welcome to contribute. 

Claims are refunded on a weekly basis, usually a
Sunday or Monday. Refunds may occur earlier,
dependant on the ‘THC’ teams’ discretion. 



It pays to deliver

join the club


